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INTRO TO VOCALOIDS
By Jason Carter

Code Geass

Vocaloids are singing computer programs
that can hit any note perfect. They are
given personalities, and they are used to
perform in concerts and create cds in
japan.

By: Gwen Goodman
One Popular Vocaloid is: Number 001
Code Geass is an anime and
its first episode was made in 2006
October 5th
The Holy Empire of Britannia
conquered the country known as
Japan and now called it Area 11.
Its residents lost their rights to selfgovern and are now called Elevens.
The Empire uses powerfully
destructive robotic weapons called
Knightmares to ensure control, but
someone is about to stand up
against it. Lelouch, the black prince,
has endless ambition and uses the
power of the Geass to build a world
based on his ideals. Suzaku
Kururugi, the white knight, aspires
to justice and strives to live an
honest and fair life.
I recommend this to people
who like Robots and fighting…….
And death?...... There’s about 25
episodes in the first season and
about 25 or more in the second
season.

Hatsune Miku
Age: 16
Birthday: August 31
A young vocal synthesizer robot that has a
mild temper and not much of a brain…
She is the most popular but not the first
one to be made.
Most popular songs:
1. World is mine
2. Dead end
3. Triple Baka
Fun fact: she did an opening for lady gaga!
(look it up)

Fairy Tail By: Maryaly Lira
Fairy Tail follows the adventures of Lucy Heartfilia, a teenage wizard who joins
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Manga is a Japanese word referring to comics and cartooning. In America, when
people say “manga,” they are specifically talking about comics that were published in
there exists a mage guild called “Fairy Tail.” Their job is to protect the land from
Japan. In Japan, people of all ages read manga. The medium includes works in a
monsters and demons. I recommend this show because it has humor and there is
broad range of genres: action-adventure, business/commerce, comedy, detective,
some drama where the characters fight each other.
historical drama, horror, mystery, romance, science fiction and fantasy, sports and
games, and suspense, among others. Although this form of entertainment originated in
Japan, many manga are translated into other languages, mainly English.
the Dragon Igneel (a powerful wizard). Set in an imaginary world, the Earth Land,

For reading, manga can be very interesting. In America, comic books are not
drawn like they are in Japan. American comic books try too much to draw it looking like
regular people. Manga is more imaginative and what you see in your mind.

Anime, among other things, coming soon!
An article written by: Trinity Sampson
Ajin (manga): “Ajin are humans that cannot die. Seventeen years ago, they first appeared on a battlefield in Africa.
From then on, more of their kind are discovered within the human society. Their rarity in appearance means that, for
experimental purposes, the government will generously reward anyone who captures one. In the present day, for what
a certain high school student expects to be a typical summer holiday, his life is about to turn unexpected.” –January
2016
http://myanimelist.net/manga/49865/Ajin
Boku Dake ga Inai Machi (manga): “Satoru has a supernatural ability of being forced to prevent deaths and accidents
by being sent back in time before the incident occurred, repeating time until the accident is prevented. He gets
involved in an accident that has him framed as a murderer. To save the victim, he sends himself back in time only to
find himself as a grade-schooler one month before his classmate, Kayo, went missing. Satoru now embarks on a new
quest: to save Kayo and solve the mystery behind her disappearance.” –January 2016
http://myanimelist.net/manga/39325/Boku_dake_ga_Inai_Machi
Hai to Gensou no Grimgar (manga): “Before Haruhiro had realized what happened, he was surrounded by darkness.
Those around him didn’t remember anything other than their own name, and when they emerged from the darkness,
the world that awaited them seemed like something out of a video game. In order to survive, Haruhiro forms a party
with the others, learns fighting skills, and as a soldier in the reserve force, takes his first steps into the world of
Grimgar.” –January 2016
http://myanimelist.net/manga/56755/Hai_to_Gensou_no_Grimgar

